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hort Talks
In beginning our discussion on SPECIFIC BLOOD POISOX a brief refer-

ence to its history may not be without interest. The history of the disease
dates back many centuries, in a surgery written in uhe year 1250 by Theo-dori- c,

a Dominican Monk. An entire chapter is devoted to this disease, and
the treatment which this author recommends is modernn enough, with most
physicians anyway, and consists of the use of mercury. As still further evi-

dence of the antiquit' of the disease may be mentioned recent translations
of ancient Chinese medical writings, which snow that the disease was known
in China two thousand years ago. Moses was undoubtedly acquainted with
the disease; a fact that makes it still more ancient- -

SPECIFIC BLOOD POISOX is by far the most treacherous, loathsome,
complicated and far reaching in its evil consequences, of any disease which
afflicts mankind. "The iniquities of fche father shall be visited upon liis

children, even unto the third and fourth generations," no doubt refers to
this disease. In the whole category of diseases there is not one that has
been more, wide-spread in its dissemination or more potent in its evil in-

fluences.
Intelligent thinking people are awakkening to a realization of the fact

that it is necessary for them to lay aside false modesty, for false it is when
used as a cloak to cover up or avoid a subject so important, not only to the
well being of the present, but all future generations. Mrs. de Rivera, Presi-

dent of the New York City Federation of Women's Clubs, and an officer in
many other organizations of women, says that women even should no
longer remain" ignorant and inactive in a matter which so seriously affects
notonly themselves, but their babies, (the future citizens and builders of
our country).

No other disease entails more misery and suffering on innocent child-

hood. No other disease appears under so many different guises, or produces
a greater variety of deformities, or elicits so many different symptoms. We
have seen it attack the throat and destroy the voice in a. .few hours, or an eye
and destroy the vision, or the nasal septum and destroy the contour
and sense of smell, or the hair and cause it to fall cut, or the Central
Nervous system and produce deformities .nd paralyses of various kinds. No
class of individuals, no stratum of society has remained free from more or
less contamination, like accidents it is liable to occur in the best of families,
and often serves to explain otherwisejobscure cases of aristocratic aches and
invalidism.

Dr. Lydstone, an eminent specialist and author, mentions a case, and
we have met "with, many similar ones, of a lady moving in the most aristo-

cratic circles who had been affected with what has been diagnosed and treat-
ed as CHRONIC iRHEOIATISM. a four weeks' course of treatment for blood
poison relieved her symptoms completely.

Anyone who neglects to secure proper treatment does, not only himself,
but maybe future generations, a serious injustice.
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tank will hold a million gallons of oil,
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which could furnish one to every
man, woman and child the united
States and leave some to spare.

Burma's Oil Fleet.
The Burma company has its own

fleet of tank These have a
capacitv of 500,000 gallons each, and are
intended for shipping to
other parts of the world. It has also oil
barges of million gallons each for
bringing the crude dcwn the
Irawadi from the native fields up

These are situated about 270
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3'ears later it was 20,000,000, and in
1902 it rose to 55,0UU.UUU. rne rouow-in- g

year the output was 30,000,000 more,
and "in 1908 the oil raised approximated
150,000,000 gallons. Oil isynow found
on the islands off the coast of this
countrv and new fields are being dis-

covered in-h- e hills of the interior. So
far the most of the product comes from
two parallel ravines, the wells bemo;
sunk along the cliffs on both sides and
an the space between- - ne mosu oi &ae

i oil seems to lie below the margins' of
! the ravines.

The World's Fiijst OH 'I rust.
is strange to find that lie first oil

!It of the world was founded in
Asia, The petroleum business of

Burma has always been a monopolj. It
was in existence long before our Penn-
sylvaniai

oil was discovered, being then
, in the hands of 24 families who be- -l

loncred to two villages located, in the
i w . . . .
Yenangyang oil country, from wnicn j

most of the petroleum still comes. Gen- - i

eratlons ago these families had taken
possession of the oil fields, and had so

Not a'nV Milk Trust
Thi Original and Osnuinf

HORLICK'S
MALTED MILK

The Food-drin- k for AIS Ages.
More healthful than Tea or Coffee.
Agrees with the weakest digestion.
Delicious, invigorating and nutritious.
Rich milk, malted grain, powder form.

A quick lunch preparer in a minute.
Takenosuhstitate. AskforHORLICK'S.

Others are imitations.

Medical Subjects
The disease is divided into stages, three in number, viz.: Primary, Sec-

ondary and Tertiary. The Primary is the stage of incubation (the time that
lapses after infection and the Secondary symptoms appear). The symptoms
of this stage are somewhat similar to those of beginning fevers or la grippe.
The Secondary stage, if the patient takes no treatment, is characterized by
the appearance of pimples on various parts of the body, similar to smallpox,
mucous patches apppcar in the mouth and the throat becomes sore, the mu-

cous membranes and skin bearing the brunt of the disease.
In the Tertiary stage it becomes a much more serious matter, as the

bones, important internal organs, and more especially the nervous system
becomes involved.

Fourth Stage: Frequently we ore asked if there is a fourth stage of
syphillis, and we are forced to explain there is an a certain sense such a
stage; bat it is only a story of another life blasted, another one's hopes
dashed to earth, of "dust to dust" and "ashes to ashes;" for the fourth stage
is the last journey that ends in the silent slumber of the grave.

During the past month we examined four cases of LOCOMOTOR
ATAXIA, and these cases were of especial interest to us, as they illustrate
the value of a correct interpretation of the (many symptoms that often occur
in the early stages of certain diseases, before positive evidences are markedly
noticeable.

The intense pains were typical of RHEUMATISM in two cases, and
had been treated as such. We soon discovered the true nature of the trouble
and attributed t to Specific Blood Poison. As proof of the correctness of our
decision they immediately yielded to treatment.

Another common mistake of physicians is to attribute all cases of
PARALYSIS to degeneration of the central nervous system, when in fact
the trouble is confined to ithe terminal nerve endings and is due to the Toxins
of syphillis circulating in the blood. Many of these cases are curable in" this
stage, although if neglected until sehlerosis of the central nerve cells takes
place they become hopeless.

Not every indefinite pain, of course, can be attributed to syphillis, but
they are often a warning to the patient that serious troubles may arise, and
no pain or numbness of any portion of the body should be neglected or treat-
ed lightly. '

We do not attempt to convey the impression fchatfc all cases of Locomotoi
Ataxia, Paralysis or Rheumatism are a result of Specific Blood Poison, but,
tmany are, and nothing short of a very careful consideration of the history
and symptoms of the trouble will elicit the true nature of their origin.

In an article of this kind it as impossible to explain or even mention
many of the important points of interest.

All who are interested should 'CALL pR WRITE for our BOOK, SKIN
AND GENITO-URINAR- Y DISEASES, which will be mailed in a plain
sealed envelope FREE.

Ixed It that no one outside their own
rifinbers couW dig for petroleum or own
an oil well. The famines were known
as Yoya, and their chiefs were called

I understand that many of those
If a family had no descend-

ants It could sell only to the other
members of the combined families, so
troduced the monopoly system by which
the oil was sold to him alone, the same
families producing it.

AmoBg the 3IIncrs.
that the corporation was decidedly
close.

Tho Yenangyang had their own rules
as to the digging and sale of the oil.
These continued in force until a little
over half a century ago, when king
ilindon, Thibaw's great predecessor, in-ili- es

are still taking out oil as their
forefathers did. Some have been bought
out by the trust, but others still com-
pete, working the old way. Their oil
comes from wells which are seldom
more than 250 feet deep. They break
tho rock by dropping a pointed lump of
iron, weighing about 150 pounds, upon
it again and again, and then carry
the debris out in buckets.

When the oil strata. Is reached they
wait for the well to fill and then raise
the petroleum In buckets, which are
filled by men lowered in rope slings to
the bottom. There is much gas in
tho wells, and the miners can stay be-

low but a few minutes. In order to
make the most of their time, they
blindfold their eyes before descending,
tearing off the bandages when they
reach the bottom, thus keeping eyes
in focus for immediate work. They
use hats of palm leaves to protect their
heads from the stones and earth which
fall upon them from the sides of the
shafts. Their product Is sold to the
trust, and at such rates that they can
mako but little more than fair wages.

The Burmese Oil company has to pay
a royalty to the government, but it is
largely protected by the administration
and there is little chance for outside
competition. The best of its present oil
fields cover only about 100 square miles.

Burma's Oil Refineries.
During my stay at Syriam I have

gone through the refineries. tThe man-
agers claim that they are the largest
of the world, saying that they sur-
pass any owned by the Standard Oil
company, which does its business in
smaller institutions widely scattered
throughout the United States.

The works here at Syriam cover 100
acres or more. Th- -r are situated on
the banks of the Irawadi. about 16
miles from Its mouth. The river Is full
of silt and it has built up a great sand
bank just opposite the landing so that
Vhips cannot come close except at high
tide. The silt is so great that the little
lake, inside the works, used as a water
supply, has to be dug out to a depth of
six or eight feet every year. I saw
hundreds of coolies excavating this now
dry lake. They were taking out dirt
which looked like cement, and carrying
it away In baskets on their heads. The
deposits of the Irawadi are so rapidly
filling the bed of the river that jetties
similar to those we have at the mouth
of the Mississippi will probably be put
in.

I went through the works with the
superintendent, a Scotchman named
Bishop, I had my camera with me, but
he objected" to my photographing the
refineries, although he allowed me to
take snapshots of the laborers and the
scenes outside the plant.

I shall not attempt to describe the
processes, except to say that enormous
furnaces are kept hot with oil fires and
that the boilers above them have pipes
to catch the vapor as the oil bolls. Re-
fining petroleum is much like distilling
whisky. The crude oil is heat ed to a
vapor which flows off Into the cold
Pipes. As it strikes' them this con-
denses and runs off as pure oil.

Wax Candles for Buddha.
In the meantime, the residue is car-

ried from boiler to boiler, until all the
oil has been won. A part of what is
left is turned into wax, and in the end
there Is. a product which Is made into

v. coke superior to that from coal. Tho
wax Is used chiefly for candles, which
are made here In great quantities to
be used in the worship of Buddha. Any
one who can burn a candle before a
shrine acquires merit, and the bigger
the candle the greater the merit. For
this reason, the candles are of all sizes,
from wax matches to great, round, ta-
pering cylinders six and a half feet
tall, and as thick as an elephant's leg.
Such a canlie brings about S10, or 30
rupees. It will burn 15 hours, and if
consumed at a shrine will add much to
one's chances of reaching Nirvana.

Machinery and Labor.
The machinery of Syriam Is up to

date. It is nearly all English, although

ASIA
there aro some Yankee inventions em-
ployed. The Institution has can-maki- ng

factories, and the oil is run into the
cans on the premises.

The labor of the mills is almost alto-
gether East Indian. About 6000- - men,
women and boys are employed, the chil-
dren ranging In age ffom 10 years up
ward. I saw little Hindus who should 1

have been In school packing candles,
carrying heavy loads and doing all sorts
of work. Tfrey labored with all their
might, and their wages were a few
cents a day. We rode about through
the works on a trolley car pushed by
four Hindus, and before leaving took a
ride on a big automobile In and out
among the great tanks where the oil
Is stored. There are something like
40 or more of these tanks, each marked
1,000,000 gallons.

This oil trust has other refineries at
Dunneedaw. on the opposite bank of, the
Irawadi. and It is steadily adding to
its works. It makes its own barges and
has almost as many departments as the
Standard. I understand that the oil prices
are rising and that the value of the
field has quadrupled in the last year or
so. The whole country is now being
prospected, with a view to finding nen
oil territorj-- .

Where liable Come From.
Next to co.vt oil. the biggest monopoly

in Burma is in rubies. This country pro-
duces the finest of such stones and fur-
nishes the most of the world's supply.
The Industry is in the hands of the
Burma Ruby Mines company, which is
operating in the Mogok valley, about
90 miles from Mandalaj-- . There is a
region there 4000 feet above th--e sea,
covering from 50 to 100 square miles,
wMch has produced more and better ru- -
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Blood Poison can never be cured with mercury
or potash. Yon might as vrell know this first as
last. Medical authorities say so. The most these
drug's can do Is to drive the blood poison bacc
Into tho system and smother it for several years.
Then when you think you are cured, pitiful mer-
cury symptoms will break out. and you find that
your bones have been rott'ng all the while. Your
teeth will begin to loosen and your tissues,
glands, brain and vital organs will show the
terrible destructive power of the mercury and
potash. Locomotor Atasfa, Paralysis, Imbecil-
ity and Premature Death arc then almost inev-
itable. Any medical authority will corroborate
these statements. The remarkable vegetable
Obbac Treatment does not drive in the

Blood Poison
fcnf ?rjT-f- If riTlf- - Tf nnsItlvMr pnnfninc nn min
eral poisons whatever, so that once cured by the !

Obbac Treatment you never ran the terrible risk
of having your bones soften, your nerves collapse,
your teeth fall out, your kidneys degenerate or
your brain weaken. The Obbac Treatment 13 a
marvel, producing remarkable changes in only
30 days. This Is why we offer to any blood
poison victim living, no matter how bad a case, a

30-B- ay Treatment FREE
Yon want to be cured and cured quick not

poisoned with mercury and potash for years. A
Treatment Is yours for the asking. Yon

will open your eyes at what It will do for you In
a month. We treat you free for a month. Just
write to ns and get the treatment free. Then if
yon are satisfied it Islhe most remarkable treat-
ment you ever took, you can continue If you
wish. Never in your ilfe will you ever again
have such an opportunity for a complete cure, as
is given you by this

Great Gbbac Treatment
This Is a square deal. Yon sign nothing, no

notes, make us no promises, except to take the
treatment.

The wonderful Wasserman Test, the only blood
poison test known to scientists, proves that the
body Is completely purified by the Obbac Treat-
ment, and that mercury and potash donot cure
blood poison. Sit down and write to us. giving
a full history of your case in detail. We will
treat your letter ns a sacred confidence.

and advice free. "We will Bend you alo,
the remarliable boot, "Driving Out Blood PoIaoa'U
free.

THE OBBAC GO.
3345 Rector Bldg., Chicago, Illinois.

bles than any other place upon earth.
At times it yields as much as a half
million dollars' worth of rubies- - a year,
and about 10 years ago a single stone
was found weighing 77 carats, which
sold for more than 3100,000. j

The fine ruby is more valuable than a
diamond of the same weight. It is esti-
mated that one the color of pigeon's
bloocl weighing fire carats will sell for
10 times the value of a five carat dia-
mond, and that the price will Increase
with the size. A ruby which weighed
11 carats was recently sold In Eng-
land for $35,000. whereas a diamond of
that size would not bring more than
$5000. The largest ruby known Is one
which came from Tibet. It weighed
2000 carats, but it was not of the first
quality. Some of the best stone3 of
this kind are owned by native Indian
rajahs, who consider them among the
most beautiful of jewels.

The demand for rubles Is greatly af-
fected by the times. The" panic of 1907
caused a slump in the market. All sorts
of precious stones went down and for
months the London demand for Burman
rubies entirely ceased. The company then
curtailed its production by stopping
night work, and it cut the wages Qf the
men from 32 to 24 cents a day. In 1908 i

no dividends were declared. The. times j

are now better and all the mines are j
again working.

In th aiosok mines.
I understand the output of the pres-

ent year will be large. The monopoly
has introduced modern methods. Its
pumping machinery Is now worked by
water power, and the same power gener-
ates and stores electricity, so that the
mills work day and night. Much of the
machinery is similar to that used in t le
diamond mines of South Africa. The
stones are run over pnlsators. which
separate the heavier gravel from the
lighter. In taking out the rubies the
sorting is done by foreigners, and the
stones are classified by them. The best
go to London, which is the chief ruby
market, while those of a lower grade are
auctioned off to the local dealers about
the mines. The latter are great gam-
blers, and will run up the prices if
they think a stone may have a valu-
able center. Among the rubles are
found spinels, stones which look much
like the true ruby, but which are not-Th- e

jewels are tested by a glass through
which the ruby shows two different
colors if viewed from different direc-
tions, whereas the spinel and garnet
show but one. The rubies are found in
a matrix in the rocks, and also In the
clay. Connected with them are often
sapphires,, blue, yellow and green, as
well as garnets and spinels.

Jade for the Chinese.
Next to the ruby, the jade stones of

Burma are of great value. They are
mined in the northern part of the coun
try and are brought to Bhamo, on the
Irawadi above Mandalay, and are f

there sold to the Chinese. The Chines i

prize jade almost as highly as pearls,
rubies or diamonds. They look upon the
stone as emblematic of most of the vir-
tues, and use it much as we use the
term pure gold. A fine girl Is a jade
girl, a beautiful hand a jade hand and a
jade foot is one which Is always on
time. Nearly every well-to-d- o Chinese
girl has jade earrings and bracelets, an J
many have jade hair pins and brooches.
In Burma jade is often used for ear

W. W. Turney, Prest
S. Vice Prest.
W. V. P. & Hgr.

Bad BLOOD
"Before I began using Cascarets I had

a bad complexion, pimples on my fac,
and my food was not digested as it should
have been. Now I am entirely well, and
the pimples have all disappeared from my
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
are just aa advertised; I have taken only
two boxes of them."

R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken. Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c. 50c Never Bold in bulk. The genu-
ine tablet stumped C C C Guaranteed to
cure or your money back. 927

plugs as well as for rings and other
jewelry.

The jade found in northern Burma is
of a beautiful green, which Is greatly
desired. The stone has always been re-

garded as the property of a tribe
known as the Kachins,' and right
to mining it has never been called in
question by the native kings. The
amount now produced sells for several
hundred thousand dollars a year, and in
weight it aggregates something like
150 tons. The mining is still done by
natives, but it Is under a lessee, who
collects the government duty of 33 1-- 3

per cent on all taken out.
How Jade Is Quarried.

Mining jade is more like quarrying
than else. Some of the stones,
and often the best, are obtained as peb-
bles, but there are mines where the jade
rocl lies in. open quarries- - The stone3
here are of different grades, varying in
quality. Some of the smaller pieces are
worth their weight In gold, and little
bits fit for a ring setting will sell in
China for a hundred dollars or more. On
the other hand, there are enormous
blocks worth nothing and tons which
cannot be worked by the poor tools of
the natives. The. mining is exceedingly
primitive. The rocks are cracked by
building fires upon them. They are then
broken apart by crowbars and wedges
and shaped up with hammers Into the
sizes fit for transportation. The aver-
age export value of the stone is about
60 cents a pound, that which is an-
nually shipped down the Irawadi and by
Rangoon to China selling for something
like ?200,000.

Frank G. Carpenter.
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Darence

its

anything

Ei

W. E. Arnoia, Cashier.
F. M. Hxircflison, Asst. Cash.
H. E. Christie, Secy.

. CAPITAL, SURPLUS ArTD PROFITS $150,000
GENERL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT -- OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS
ESPECLAL ATTENTION TO OUT OF TOWN" ACCOUNTS

CITY NATIONAL BANK
EL PASO TEXAS

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY
Capital, $150,000.00. Surplus and Profits. $25,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
U. S. Stewart Powers h. J. Simmcn

A. G. Andreas E-- Eohlberg b. Blumenthal
J. F. WilKams J. H. Mav

YOUR BANKING BUSINESS IS RESPECTFULLY INVITED

INDIVIDUALS cm PTOTvrs

every

GEO.

Frank

who contemplate coming to El Paso are invited to make thioanlc their headcuiarters in or; .: ..,; ...
I, f. ""d'uo uuit vuaiueas mattersand transactmp; their fnianoifil nffnir yc ii.ifci.lrftlP' -i-nland;;; """" - iUi e "exeepmg or valuables fox
j$3.00 per year.

P
il
fin
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